Cher Monieur,

Il ne m'a pas été possible, en effet, à l'époque où vous avez bien voulu m'en faire la demande, de donner un article à votre excellent journal. Non qu'il en fût de si nature, comme vous en parlez, un "combat philosophique" que carquois, mais simplement parce que le temps...
faisant destant. À l'heure actuelle,

Rien. La situation n'est pas du
tant différencée. J'ai beaucoup plus
de tracas que je n'en peux faire
et ma table est encore d'une
volumeuse correspondance en
retard.

Veuillez donc m'excuser cette
fois encore, je vous prie, et
crois à un tout en respect de
un favor de l'impérabilité
digne, en concurrence, en
Dear Sir,

I am sailing from England on the 3rd of August for the Cape of Good Hope where I propose to remain on a visit at the Naval Observatory for the purpose of studying the work we propose there. Should it suit you to
publish in the "Contemporary Review" an article giving some account of the history and present activity of the establishment. I shall be happy to write it at the spot and send it to you.

The observatory has been signalized from the first for the measurements of star-distances carried on there, and photographic star-charting is now part of its regular business. I may refer you to my work on "The History of Astronomy," of which the second edition was published last year, if you desire information as to my capacity to treat the subject.

Believe me to be your most faithfully
Athis A. C. Clark
Victoria Street Society
FOR THE PROTECTION OF ANIMALS FROM VIVISECTION,
United with the
International Association
FOR THE TOTAL SUPPRESSION OF VIVISECTION.

Offices:—1, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W.

Dear Mr. Benefiting,

Please to know under your own letters, yet the letter from the Spectator, which says Good News.

Jameson, the unknown man, since send me a plenary of letters seen arrived by Q, which know not written.

Also made up know the.
From Zöllner's memory—

Recent letters from Dr. Zoffany must have
been published, and perhaps
will feel justified if it
in nineteen or twenty
lines at the end of
Vœnd. No—simple saying
that the statement that the
thinking Mr. Zöllner died

Police News is important to
original source of Mr. Lydon's
despair.

For German friend Burr
Walter & Dr. Gropmanowski
write to explore and the
charge of madness made
by Lydon should be removed.
Mud is indisputably demanded by
his friends — or Society. 

The kind.

My letter in today’s Daily News
has been disowned by some

Your fulsome in the

Late Debate.

Hastily,

Francis Bacon

Do Jenders think that it will

Use to write abroad for their

Memorials. For None?
HENGWRT,
DOLGELLEY,
N. WALES.

20th Nov.

1884

Dear W. Bunting,

Thanks for your card. The proofs of my article are now ready, and I have sent them back by return of post. The proofs for a reprint which is urgently needed

HENGWRT,
N. WALES.

DOLGELLEY,
Tangly my MS. was all
frequently crossed out and
made a most alarming
view of it. I disregarded
cell my capitals a new
penn in cruel fashion.
If I attempt to remind
I will write it down.

Monsieur.—Surely, under
omnibus directed send.
the corrected Rewrite to you.

You are right.

Travels, November 1858.
Hengwrt, Dolgelley, N. Wales.
3rd June, 1886

Dear Mr. Beulah,

I had and heard of the loss you have sustained, and urge sympathy with you in your sorrow. A sorrow no other, which has assisted to render "The memory of the Lord" my theme of the morning. Messing the faculties of mind.
There are fewer leaves, some
were in the 24. I paid when
one is 63."

Een of a her Mz
Bentý unter zwéine sprád

Kruen, Kraun, Mz
15th May 1887

Dear Sir,

These are my uncle's (Herr) Eulogy, but now required bound in English. Please can

20 down by special paper
2 Hare engraving. I need

Went by also occasionally
a second hearing of the words:

Schulle heer be Verhungelry

We will letter you twice
The recent reissue, as
I want to obtain scientific
advice on the latest figures
of the star, which
my occasion the loss of.

In several weeks
in a fit state.

Frank...

FrankCountry Club
Henlug, Dolgelley, N. Wales.

30th Nov.
1887

Dear Mr. Bennett,

There have been some

fine storms over in my

mind; a petty writer, a mighty

sort of writer in

the line was asked upon.

I should call it "God was

not in the earthquake." I

would deal with the

most difference between the

God apprehended by the
Christian consciousness, the Lord's external Nature as the
Eternal love would seem to compel the human. The
churchwarden of the Reformation
would be, and our business
is to find our food in the
"Thou shalt dine" is not
in the garden but on earth.
Where I perceive the
new school of men of

Science and learning prepare to
find their deity, a exemplar,
"reason with reason the other
creatures of mind over mind.
In Darwin's life which
my Lord and King united

Reappraise — as former we
my interests conversation
little to little with Darwin
Unison — the way in which
the contemplation of the
Religious problems excluding
from the Physical Science
side, instead of either accepting
- ticism of the worship of a

God who is in fact the God of Nature; God, Author of Being, or Being, or Being, was thus quite sed
yielded through all the centuries,
yes, behind the Father of Christ,

Thus I'd perhaps do best to 
article was to call it "The Reliquary

Of Charles Darwin" — But I feel
the whole subject was too tremen
Dous thing. I mean worst, what

Don't think I mean it. What do 
I mean. I mean, don't, then,

Frankly, isn't quite so. Some time

sure, I mean, isn't. Some time

in the world, isn't. Some time

ever, in the world, isn't.

Ever to M. Morse
Hengwr, 
Dolgelley, 
N. Wales.

Dec. 6th

My dear Mr. Beulah,

Thank you so much

for your interest in a superscribed
letter. Do you wish such a

citation of modern renewal of

Sure worship?

Have broken the book,

of my article 2 come quick

If when needed. When

were 1 knew it? 2nd le
an quite clear truth it is true
now in the face of the new word
Organism the scientists do
say - "by Adorini he God worship
Kuri und fi Bendi - X!"

Daniel. Thankful to hear that

In whom none such
Joint rule opportunity of
Leaving the current of

\( \text{It's a terrible article}
\text{fitting plain openly among}
\text{"Nature-God"! But I} \)

\( \text{Eremne Norman Stone} \)
Hengwr, Dolgelley, N. Wales.

13th Dec 1887

Dear Mr. Bunting,

Thank you very much for your letter. We feel your important suggestions on matters of general interest.

I feel sure that while I have wandered a little, I have not wandered far. (This I have copied out the whole letter for me to be more readable).

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
Curious case from this
writer.

Once had a long con-
versation with Darwin on
the subject of belief in God;
the concluding talk was on
the hypocrisies that the
Lord used to justify through
effusions on the oracles
of Nature. For every twig
felt about the inner wisdom
of God's produce, he replied.
by citations. Questions of cruelty; some questions to
the "of the town will
judge," a familiar of the court
Monmouth of his kind
my cousin. Justice. His
wife came true with the
triumph, to present me
outside; to read my advice
as a fellow. Their lordship
were to keep alive by religion
in the midst of war; to
vexing men weaker minds with their father's
opinions.
Descent of Man he told me
he was very to deal with man as
in a new direction. He was to
make some reference to
Kant, whom he quickly
said he had never read. Kant,
I had not seen before. Frankly,
I was astonished and made no
kind of public use of my
word. I recall that we
considered evolution of thinkers
would and on the subject
I attempted to reach
myself in the "Metaphysics
of Ethics." He refused language.
Hengwr,
Dolgellau,
N. Wales.

9th Dec.
1890

dear Mr. Burnett,

Many thanks for your letter, I well re-named received.

I trust we shall see the right Kocz bubble

I hope the thing is.

It is disappointing. Public
Nov. 6, 1895

Hengwrt,
Dolgelly
N. Wales.

Dear Mr. Bunting,

"Verify your references"
is a good rule, but hard to observe when one lives 100 miles from my library longer than one's own!

I thought I was quite safe with my friend Mr. Lecky. He says, (without comment as I may think)

"The business of men, a Jewish writer emphatically declared, is better than the
Goodness of women?

To this the appended footnote gives the reference -

Ecclesiastes xii. 14

In accord with misquotations of such passages, it is not Lecky's fault, but that of the translators, who make a mistake in translation of this verse from the Septuagint and

Lecky's "European Morals"

Vol. I. p. 357.

On Vulgate.

Since receiving your letter I have searched and in my old Apocalypse from the remainders of the Hexagram Library, I find that in the margin the alternative is offered of the word "wickedness" for "wickedness", the word "wantonness", applied to the woman, appears, however, to bear a sense different from "goodness".

With the fullest regard on this letter to Mr. Robertson.
With my thoughts from here, correct this. Thank you, and to the reply.[Signature]

Frances Power Cobbe

Please write me a letter, [signature]

Letter to the editor of the publisher, en Mornedg, to know if a good anti-Pestering device to [signature]
Hengwrt,
Dolgelley,
N. Wales.


My dear W. Bunting,

For it really is the kindest thing for you to have taken the vocal trouble

in re. arr. up the score of

this fine piece of music.

I am really too much by

such thoughtfulness, 1834,

Mr. who were so kind.

Always.
some day I hope to meet
Georgina Schuyler, as I do
Hugh Smith, and I have heard
Munroe's, and we coming

thru the plan of how you lived

Drum piece were more
Dorset house, and we

Force on the piano went
for something in its effect.

It was very singular the other
year playing had an air that
coming. Grandmother's song,
how after both was dead

I thought of feeling at the

happy years gone by; I seem

Don't mind how fur old age

and we do not slip down two

Time rises to sound.

Dance always remember,

That coming is not almost

If nothing may with us.

February 14th.
Would a fine bush surely
written, partly to various
beings with the different
kinds of mankind now
inhabited in different ages?
The Nine, Homeric heroes.
World was, suppose, various
characteristic of the Greek temperament;
Temistocles, great, temperate.
His thunder speaker, the Zeus, kings,
For example, never doubt.
Gorodnitsa, where is Abraham
but perfect, perfectly? To Jesus
was fair, and say for
Christian ideal of human life,
So far as I know, not excluding his
Egyptian
But perhaps the word we tell
expected from the Bogrood
This world was the discovery
that some like events us
beyond the grave before
I find us in a grey dawn
I was told ready, sir Alptra
Zoll's Drisitie Kunde's I was
so much struck by the present
passage in it. This occurred
obed my self. I now copy
as I think it will interest
One thing seems sure
Whatever may be the reason of
This although the fact that all
men die, rests upon the word
No trace of recent rain occurs. No evidence of recent rain occurs. 3-80

Your source of recent rain occurs to be

Your source of recent rain occurs to be

Your source of recent rain occurs to be

Your source of recent rain occurs to be

Your source of recent rain occurs to be

Your source of recent rain occurs to be

Your source of recent rain occurs to be

Your source of recent rain occurs to be
Then we knew Lazarus rewarded.

Dives punished with no word to

indicate virtue in one or vice in

the other, only a change of luck as in

the Ring of Phalaris. And lastly

the blessed Lazarus is distinctly

the blessed Dives is distinctly

represented as enjoying his celestial

agony of Dives, near enough

to Talk 'Em!!" Centuring

To Talk 'Em!!" Centuring.

Can be justified throug this world

from whom we never learned to count

from whom we never learned to count

the true spirit of Christ. As for

the true spirit of Christ. As for

heretofore, "Shades!" Ferdinand

heretofore, "Shades!" Ferdinand

not the God! Then Hark to

not the God! Then Hark to

Abraham's

Abraham's

Bosom!!"

Bosom!!"

In W.A.T.E.S.

W.A.T.E.S.

Oliver E. Burrell

Oliver E. Burrell

To Henry W. Burrell

To Henry W. Burrell

Farewell dear lady. Dear lady,

Farewell dear lady. Dear lady,

This in farewell. Hark to

This in farewell. Hark to

Underdale, etc. &c. &c.
Hengwrt,
Dolgelley,
N. Wales.

7th June
1896

My dear Mr. Bunting,

I am now ready

with much interestPrincipal

Quarrell's important article

This is the first time,

which in which the great

change in the character of

Nalig Mr. Church of England,

which we have been wanting.
Here ladies years - has been
Jury contracted & exposed.

To give me some in principal
Liberation gratitude for it.

An idea has struck me
which I will venture to
suggestion. This time do this.

Barrie should be entrusted
in write another article
presently.

The Church of Rome for which
the nation with exceeding
be tried - under perhaps some
further, remember fond the
Confession of the Church
of England & & & & is worked on

the lives of Roman Catholic

- The clergy having no guide
books of their own

Six months ago some one

send me a translation of

Gurgy's Theophras Moralis
The letter book of August 1st, 2d, 3rd, and 4th was so confused and crowded that I was so harassed and confused with letter errors pertaining to the meridian of truly exact time, and the decision on cases of honesty. Vernon-J-...

That I wrote a careful letter about it, mainly referring to the famous and antebellum L. Curtwright's in the Quarterly.

This letter I send to you.
Hengwrt,
Dolgelley,
N. Wales.

I was received a message from the editor's secretary, who declined to underwrite the matter in print to any extent.

To bring public prejudice to bear upon another to keep from an inquiry?
The parties contending
were resort to the educational Bill—(there was not the words public nor free of this remit until necessary)
The Standard would have
probably been written
within an 18th-century Pray
Daily News-Chronicle 28
knew none of it.
Meanwhile my friend Lytton
Bonovolsky, horrified as I
was by the book, wrote me
my Lord's title letter to the
Guardian recommending the
Clergy to look into the matter.
The editor, too, was not
very kind, though there was
no reason for it said about
Cecil's it having one of
the Lord's books of Morals,
which was far to copy
and Stoughton, Richardson.

- No hurry so bad about
Having you as George's -
Were which tends the Teuther,
Notwithstanding elsewhere our
early matters of public
concern since we shall
hence to pay for such un-
Almamors and a Stale revolution.
Our baseness is urgent
needed.
Zuleal of Greg in Latin,
French, English, Latin.
Buckley's five books and
the delight it tends to an 
for principal German's devotion.
Heel. Strenseved. De Kelly
Prof. v. F. P. Lobhe
June 15

Dear Sir,

I enclose an article on land, which you may care to consider.

It was written for my friend, the Editor of The Athenaeum Review.

A. R. Conway

CASTLETOP,
Burley,
RINGWOOD.

? 1909
19 Queen's Mkt
St John's Wood, N.W.
Feb. 10, 1892.

My dear Mr. Huxley,

Many thanks for the cheque
which Mr. Henry and I share
equally. The press somewhat amusingly
insists that she is Mrs. Henry
Osborne!

Thank you too for ordering the
reprint for me. Dobson has
already sent me the parcel we
will remain unopened till March
1st. I am very glad that our paper
filled in so well with the other
on Lord Hertford. This was truly
an audacious statement.
Meanwhile, if you have time to glance at them, the enclosed papers will show you that the Supreme Chief of Iroquois is just how much actively mischievous. It is excessively painful to think that no attempt can be made to check him until the vote on account of supply comes on. Still, that might be in time almost as the papers are ordered to move when their crops have ripened, i.e., about May.

If you have a chance of颓败 any liberty, Mr. Ps., please put in a word for us.

With kind regards to Mr. Hunter, I am, dear Mr. Hunter, yours sincerely,

H. E. Colenso.
The proportion between the supposed "rival parties" is thus shown by an official on Zibebei's intrusion in 1857: "Here is Zibebei, not met by a single friend with 700 men in the midst of thousands of enemies." (The 700 were later joined by 400 more.)

[C-5892, p. 312]